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DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTATIONAL ALGORITMS TO SIMULATE 
FRICTIONAL CONTACT OSCILLATING PORCESSES  
 
Для разработки вычислительного алгоритма решения динамических задач с трением ис-
пользуется вариационный подход. Дискретизация вариационных задач по времени произво-
дилась на основе двух- и трехслойных разностных схем. Построены эквивалентные вариаци-
онным неравенствам с недифференцируемыми слагаемыми задачи минимизации, решение 
которых получено в явном виде. 
Для розробки обчислювального алгоритму розв'язання динамічних задач з тертям використо-
вується варіаційний підхід. Дискретизація варіаційних задач за часом проводилася на основі 
двох- і тришарових різницевих схем. Побудовано еквівалентні варіаційним нерівностям з неди-
ференціруємими складовими завданнями мінімізації, рішення яких отримано в явному вигляді. 
Variational approach is applied to develop computational algorithm for solving dynamic prob-
lems with friction.  Temporal discretization of variational problems was performed using duplex 
and triplex difference schemes.  Minimization problems equivalent to variational inequalities with 
nondifferentiable components are developed; their solution is obtained in explicit form. 
 
Introduction. In related transport industries world practice of perspective 
brake-building applies current mechanical problem solving for adjusting materials us-
ing composite, metal-ceramic and polymeric-asbestos brake blocks[1, 2, 3, 4]. How-
ever, in this context, developments of adaptive devices structures, tribology and tri-
bomechanics to modify elastic and dissipative characteristics of brake systems load-
ing are not applied [5, 6]. Moreover, oscillation loading of brake to control friction 
procedure and to obtain required brake parameters in dynamics is not covered.  
Theory hypothesizes that brake gear is a mechanism with rigid segments. Mine 
rail haulage also ignores control of brake frictional behaviour efficiency. That is ide-
alized dynamic brake model is used; however, inertia as well as elastic and damping 
properties of segments and contact are neglected leading to a contradiction between 
resulting in haulage equipment implementation and mine train brake. 
The work objective is to simulate frictional micro-oscillations using computa-
tional experiment to control friction while operating in terms of value and slipping 
velocity function at the expense of regulating elastic and dissipative characteristics of 
brake system loading.   
Original material presentation. Basic oscillating system with two degrees of 
freedom is specified as analytical model of brake (Fig. 1). The system consists of a 
shoe with m mass sliding over a wheel with R radius rotating with uniform angular 
velocity  , and elastic and damping Voigt element which hardness and viscosity we 
call c  and b  respectively. Surface curvature of shoe and wheel is neglected. Constant 
external force Q is exerted on a shoe pressing it to a wheel. Nominal area of shoe and 
wheel contact is of square shape with a2  and e legs. Actual interaction contact region 
is discrete consisting of contact patches group. Roughness of contact surfaces results 
in discreteness. 
Dynamic behaviour of the system meets following inequality  
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Fig. 1. Design Diagram of Braking Gear Dynamic Model 
 
Perform discretization of variational problem (1). Divide time axis into equiva-
lent segments [ nn tt ,1 ], ( ,...2,1n ). Length of the segments denote by h . Then 
},{ nn yx  will be meant as approximate value )}(),({ tytx  in time point nt . Integration 
formulas for each method discussed below result from inserting expressions for ve-
locities and accelerations in time points under consideration into quasivariational ine-
qualities (1); it is done through motion corresponding to the time period, and motion, 

























































321111  ,                     (5) 
 
where )( ji  and
)( j
i   are coefficients determined by h value. 
 
Triplex Difference Schemes 
Using quasivariational inequality (1) of triplex scheme with balance [7] for 
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~ ;                                          (8) 
1321  ;                                                              (9) 
010  xx ;   010  yy .                                            (10) 
 

































1 .                                                     (14) 
 
Then, scheme (6) is as follows: 
 
    11321111 22 nnnccnccnn x)(xdhcdbh/)d(m  
    11132111 2 nnnncsncs duy)(yehceb   
    11321111 22 nnnssnssnn y)(yehcebh/)e(m  
     11132111 2 nnnynnnccncc evQ~Fx)(xdhcdb   




 1132111132111 22   nnnnnnyny y)(yeh,x)(xdhFF~ .  (16) 
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To solve quasivariational inequality (15), iterative process (where k is iteration 
index) is applied: 
 
    11321111111 22 nnn )k(ccn )k(ccnn )k( x)(xdhcdbh/)d(m  
    11113211111 2 n )k(nnn )k(csn )k(cs duy)(yehceb   
    11321111111 22 nnn )k(ssn )k(ssnn )k( y)(yehcebh/)e(m












 113211113211 22   nnn )k(nnn )k(yn )k(,y y)(yeh,x)(xdhFF~ . 18) 
 




11  is a solution for quasivariational inequality (15). Results of paper [8] 
show that iterative process (17) converges at any initial approximation, and peak lim-
iting to friction value. 









0 .                                                        (20) 
 
Inequality (17) is variational inequality. Using results of paper [7], we can 
demonstrate that within each iteration a solution of variational inequality (17) is a so-
lution of a problem of minimization of the two variables following function: 
 











a cccc ;                                           (22) 






a ssss ;                                          (24) 
1221 aa  ;                                                                       (25) 
  11321 2 nnccn x)(xch/mg  
 1132  nncs y)(yc ;                                       (26) 
  11322 2 nnssn y)(ych/mg  









g 0 .                                                         (28) 
Function ),(1 edJ minimization can be expressed in an explicit form. 
If Ua/)agagag(  220122221 , then 
 
a/)agagag(d 220122221  ,                                    (29) 
a/)agagag(e 210211112  ,                                     (30) 
 
If Ua/)agagag(  220122221 , then 
 
a/)agagag(d 220122221  ,                                   (31) 
a/)agagag(e 210211112  ,                                    (32) 
 
Otherwise  
Ud  ,                                                                        (33) 
22212 a/)Uag(e  ,                                                  (34) 
where 21122211 aaaaa  . 
 
Duplex Difference Schemes  
While using duplex schemes for timely integration of quasivariational inequal-
ity (1) we obtain: 
 





































       1111111 )1()1( nnnynncsnncs qwQFxxcppb   


























,                                        (37) 
 
where }y,x{}q,p{ nnnn   are velocity components within nt time moment; 
 
                      nnnnyny y)(y,x)(xFF 111111 11   ;                 (38) 
                     )Q)(Q(Q nnn 111 1   .                                                  (39) 
 
(35)–(37) ratios are a system of quasivariational inequality and two algebraic 
equations. Initial conditions for (35) – (37) system will be selected as follows 
000  px ;                                                       (40) 
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000  qy .                                                        (41) 
 
Assume (36) – (37) equations as 
 
)p)(p(hxx nnnn 2121 1   ,                                  (42) 
)q)(q(hyy nnnn 2121 1                                       (43) 
 
and substitute (42)–(43) for (35). As a result, we obtain following quasivariational 
inequality  
 



















       1211211 11 nncsncsncs psycch)(b)(qchbq  




















      ncsncsncs xcch)(b)(pchbp 211211 11  
   1nnny qwQF  




 hq)(hqy,hp)(hpxFF nnnnnnyny 2112121121 11   .    (45) 
 
Iterative process (where k is iteration index) is applied to solve the quasivaria-
tional inequality: 
 






















       112112111 11 n )k(ncsncsn )k(cs psycch)(b)(qchbq  





















      ncsncsn )k(cs xcch)(b)(pchbp 2112111 11  









}w,s{ , ,...,n 32  ,...,k 21 ,                                    (46) 
where 
 hq)(hqy,hp)(hpxFF nn )k(nnn )k(nyn )k(,y 2112121121 11   .    (47) 
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k qp  is the solution for quasivariational inequality (44). Results of pa-
per [9] demonstrate that iterative process (46) converges at any initial approximation 
and peak limiting on friction coefficient.   









0 .                                                        (49) 
 
On determining values },{ 11  nn qp using iterative process (46), values 
},{ 11  nn yx  are calculated with the help of (42) – (43) formulas. 
Inequality (46) is variational inequality. Results of paper [7] demonstrate that 
each iteration of variational inequality (46) solution factors into solving the problem 
of two variables minimization following function: 
 











a cc 2111  ,                                            (51) 




a ss 2122  ,                                           (53) 
1221 aa  ,                                                                     (54) 
   nccncc xcch)(b)(ph/mg 2111 11  
  ncsncs ycch)(b)(q  211 11 ,                                  (55) 
   nssnss ycch)(b)(ph/mg 2111 11  
    nnyncsncs QFxcch)(b)(q 211 11 ,            (56) 
 n )k(,yFg0 .                                                                    (57) 
 
(30) – (34) formulas can help solve minimization function )q,p(J2  problem.   
Conclusions. Solving dynamic problem with friction using developed compu-
tational algorithm help to obtain temporal series of a shoe motion }x{ n and }y{ n . 
Research of the temporal series applies:  
– Autocorrelation function to determine oscillation period; 
– Spectrum analysis of motions, velocities, and accelerations; 
– Phase diagrams in “motion-velocity” variables; 
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– Dependences of motion, velocity, and acceleration amplitudes on parameters 
of changes in dynamic system being considered; they are obtained using a method of 
parameter continuation. 
The dynamic system is dissipative as it involves elastic and damping element. 
Hence in time the system motion becomes stable and periodic. Autocorrelation func-
tion determining for the temporal series makes it possible to define both its periodic-
ity and its period duration if so. 
The dynamic system is described with the help of non-linear dissipative non-
autonomous system of ordinary differential equation. It is reasonable to divide mo-
tions of dissipative systems into the two classes: transient, nonstationary motions cor-
responding to a process of relaxation from initial two-boundary system of states, and 
a class of stable stationary motions which face trajectories completely belong to 
boundary systems.     
It is determined that application of triplex differential schemes needs following 
values of balance coefficients: 
 
25.031   ,   5.00.1 312   . 
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